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Question Paper Consists of Part-A and Part-B 
Answering the question in Part-A is Compulsory, 
Four Questions should be answered from Part-B 

 
 

 

PART – A (6 X 2 =12 Marks) 
 

1)  a)  Write the Operations that can be performed on a language with examples.      [02 M] 

b)  What are the applications of pumping lemma?                                                  [02 M] 

c)  Mention the different types of Translators.                                   [02 M] 

d)  Write short note on YACC specification.                                                          [02 M] 

e)  List the advantages and disadvantages of static storage allocation strategies.  [02 M] 

f) What is code optimization? How is it achieved?                                              [02 M] 
 

 PART – B (4 X 12 =48 Marks) 
 

2) Define Epsilon-closure. Consider the following ε-NFA.                                      [12 M] 

δ ε a b c 

→ q0 ɸ {q0} {q1} {q2} 

     q1 {q0} {q1} {q2} ɸ 

  * q2 {q1} {q2} ɸ {q0} 

 

a) Compute the ε-closure of each state. 

b) Give all the strings of length three or less accepted by the automaton. 

c) Convert the automaton to a DFA. 

 

3) A) Eliminate all useless, unit and ϵ- productions form the grammar.                  [06 M] 

       S → aAa | bBb | ϵ 

       A  → C | a 

                   B → C | b 

       C  → CDE | ϵ 

       D → A | B | ab                              

B) Design an NFA for the regular expression v = 00(0 + 1)*.                             [06 M] 

                                    

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

4) a) Explain how input buffering helps lexical analyzer in compilation process.   [06 M] 

            b)  Explain with an example, how LEX program performs lexical analysis for the patterns  

                  comments and arithmetic operators in C.                                                       [06 M] 

                    

       5)  a) What is recursive descent parser? Construct recursive descent parser for the following 

                  grammar.            [06 M] 

                     E → E + T | T 

                     T → TF | F 

                     F → F* | a | b 

b) Justify how LALR parsing is efficient over SLR parsing.                                [06 M] 

 

 

 

6) a) What is abstract syntax tree? Explain with example.                                      [06 M] 

            b) Explain SDD for Boolean expression with and without back patching.          [06 M] 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

7) a) Describe about peephole optimization.                                                            [06 M] 

b) Discuss with an example how abstract machine code can be generated for a given 

if-then-else statement.                                                                                      [06 M] 
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